**SYNC®**

**OPTIMIZED PGR PERFORMANCE**

**UNIVERSITY RESEARCH PROVES THAT YOUR OPTIMUM FUNGICIDE ACTIVATOR ALSO ENHANCES PGR PERFORMANCE**

Proven to enhance the performance of both contact and systemic fungicides, the makers of SYNC® announced new university research findings that detail its ability to improve the performance of PGR’s.

**SUPERINTENDENTS SPOKE AND WE LISTENED!**

Understanding the industry need for a product that improves PGR performance, Precision Laboratories took its fungicide activator to Penn State to learn if its performance could be proven effective on PGR’s.

The study looked at the effectiveness of SYNC when tank-mixed with Primo Maxx®, a plant growth regulator used to reduce clipping production and enhance playing surfaces on golf courses.

Research findings indicate that the performance – both in terms of reduced clipping production and overall turf quality – of Primo Maxx improved when used with SYNC.

“...the SYNC product tank-mixed with Primo Maxx was associated with improved plant growth regulation effects versus Primo Maxx applied alone.”

Michael Fidanza, Ph.D, Penn State University

In addition to university data, superintendents already using SYNC to improve the performance of their PGR’s are touting its success.

Equally important is that this new discovery comes at a great price. For approximately $9.00 per acre, SYNC allows you to improve your tank mix performance, thereby improving the effectiveness of your inputs. Learn more by visiting www.precisionlab.com-sync.

“SYNC is a necessity in my program, and it’s very economical too. I figure it adds less than nine dollars per acre. In my opinion, adding SYNC to your spray program is a no-brainer.”

Matt Kregal, Golf Course Superintendent, The Club at Strawberry Creek

SYNC is a registered trademark of Precision Laboratories, LLC
Primo Maxx is a registered trademark of Syngenta Corp.